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Status of requirements coverage
! ENDF/B-VII.1 has 14 

sublibraries 
neutron incident 
charged particle incident:  
p, d, t, 3He 
photonuclear 
neutron standards 
thermal neutron scattering 
photo-atomic, electro-
atomic 
NFY 
decay,  
SFY 
atomic relaxation,  

! Other easily envisioned 
future sub libraries 

More charged particles:  
all Z<=6 
A structure-lite library 
muons, pi0 (cosmic rays) 
GFY, PFY, DFY, TFY, HFY, 
AFY, … 
heavy-ion projectiles 
activation
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This is also covered, 
but by a separate 
document



We switched to GForge for 
versioning of requirements after 
SG38 Tokai Meeting (early 2014)
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Notable meetings (i.e. meetings that 
resulted in us doing a lot of writing)

! SG 37 meeting 2013 
• got lots of good FPY feedback 

! Mar 2014 meeting at NCSU 
• got lots of TSL feedback 

! SG 38 meeting before Nuclear data week @ BNL 
• Lots of fixes from meeting 
• Lots of particle property/decay feedback 
• Backlog of fixes from previous meeting(s) 

! ORNL mini-meeting in March 
• got lots of RR & covariance feedback 

! Work with R. Cullen to learn atomic data

8



Major changes

! Move covariance/
uncertainty data to 
be near data 
• A very popular request 

! Function prototyping 
• Morgan’s request 

! Resonance region 
fixes 

! Expanded derived 
data discussion 
• Transport data 
• Revisions of placement 

in hierarchy 

! Terminology 
appendix 
• Need to be precise 

about definitions 

! Library markup 
! General cleanup 

! Notation,  
! Figure improvements 
! Typos & wording 

improvements

9
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Covariance data should go where it 
is most useful

Self-covariance data 
and uncertainty data 
! Should be as close to 

the data as possible 
! Needs to be built into 

low-lying data 
structures 

Cross-covariance/
correlation data 
! Couples many different 

data 
! Should be separate, 

but linked to all 
relevant data

11
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FIG. 8 An illustration of uncertainty in a data set, but derived from original data and a covariance. The coupling between
reaction data and the corresponding covariance is handled through use of hyperlinks.

confusion for the user:

1. Outgoing neutron energy distributions are stored
in an MF=5 file and angular distributions in an
MF=4 file. Alternatively, both may be stored in
an MF=6 file. Double di↵erential neutron data can
only be stored in an MF=6 file. Neutron multiplici-
ties from fission are stored in MF=1, MT=452, 456,
and 455 files.

2. Outgoing charged particle data are stored exclu-
sively in MF=6 files.

3. Outgoing gamma data can be stored in MF=6 files
or in a combination of MF=12 (for multiplicities

and discrete level energies), MF=13 (production
cross sections), MF=14 (angular distributions) and
MF=15 (energy distributions). Additionally, de-
layed gamma data from fission are stored in MT=1,
MF=460.

4. Additionally, the energy released from fission is
stored in MF=1, MT=458 and is not associated
with the produced particle.

We would like to simplify and unify these options into a
simple product (and daughter) elements.
Each induced reaction or spontaneous decay yields

products that are grouped in one of the list elements

Uncertainty/covariance 
near data

! Most requested 
feature 

! Can read 
uncertainty 
rather than grok 
MT=30-40 

! Simplifies 
finding parts for 
plotting 

! Revise low-level 
containers

Expanded 
discussion in 
“Common 
motifs” and 
“Covariance” 
sections 



Cross-covariance data should be 
collected together, but linked
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FIG. 25 Relationship of self-covariance and cross-reaction covariances, illustrating where they are to be stored in data files. The
central covariance matrix is divided up into rectangular blocks, corresponding to di↵erent observables. The self–covariances are
stored with the data elements in the tree on the left and the cross–covariance parts are stored in a separate list on the right.

or something else. For our purposes, we will assume that
the PDF is either Normal or Log-Normal since the Cen-
tral Limit Theorem guarantees that in the limit of large
numbers of samples the peak of any PDF can be well
approximated by a Normal distribution. We also include
Log-Normal as an option since it forces values of an ob-
servable to be positive definite but otherwise behaves like
a Normal distribution (Zerovnik, 2013).

For a quantity x
i

, its PDF has an expectation value of
hx

i

i =
R

dx
i

PDF(x
i

)x
i

and this would be stored in the
ENDF file. The uncertainty on x

i

is �x
i

. We define:

• covariance:

covx
ij

= (�2x)
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=

Z
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• relative covariance:

rcovx
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/ hx
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i (14)

• uncertainty:

uncx
i

=
p
covx

ii
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• relative uncertainty:

runcx
i
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i
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• correlation:

corrx
ij
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ij

/uncx
i

uncx
j

= covx
ij

/�x
i

�x
j

= rcovx
ij

/runcx
i

runcx
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Here, the covariance is a real, symmetric, positive N ⇥N
matrix. A covariance may be sparse or dense or even
(band) diagonal.
In the ENDF format, covariances and relative covari-

ances are used exclusively in its covariance formats in
MF=31–40. Unfortunately, most users want either only
the (relative) uncertainty or the (relative) uncertainty
and the correlation. Because of requirements 3.2 and 3.6,
we really should attempt to accommodate both options
within the same evaluation.
Returning to our example in Fig. 25, the self–

covariances on the left side could be expressed several
ways. They clearly could be expressed as either covari-
ances or relative covariances. They could also be ex-
pressed as a combination of (relative) uncertainty and
correlation matrix. In principal, both options must be
allowed. This is illustrated in section II.B in Fig. 8.
In Figure 8, the original data are “data version 0” and

consists of an energy–cross section interpolation table.
The main container, containing “data version 0” links
to “covariance 0,0” where the covariances for these data
are stored. From the data and the covariance, we can
compute the uncertainty on the cross section data and



Cross-covariance data should be 
collected together, but linked
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FIG. 25 Relationship of self-covariance and cross-reaction covariances, illustrating where they are to be stored in data files. The
central covariance matrix is divided up into rectangular blocks, corresponding to di↵erent observables. The self–covariances are
stored with the data elements in the tree on the left and the cross–covariance parts are stored in a separate list on the right.

or something else. For our purposes, we will assume that
the PDF is either Normal or Log-Normal since the Cen-
tral Limit Theorem guarantees that in the limit of large
numbers of samples the peak of any PDF can be well
approximated by a Normal distribution. We also include
Log-Normal as an option since it forces values of an ob-
servable to be positive definite but otherwise behaves like
a Normal distribution (Zerovnik, 2013).
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, its PDF has an expectation value of
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Here, the covariance is a real, symmetric, positive N ⇥N
matrix. A covariance may be sparse or dense or even
(band) diagonal.
In the ENDF format, covariances and relative covari-

ances are used exclusively in its covariance formats in
MF=31–40. Unfortunately, most users want either only
the (relative) uncertainty or the (relative) uncertainty
and the correlation. Because of requirements 3.2 and 3.6,
we really should attempt to accommodate both options
within the same evaluation.
Returning to our example in Fig. 25, the self–

covariances on the left side could be expressed several
ways. They clearly could be expressed as either covari-
ances or relative covariances. They could also be ex-
pressed as a combination of (relative) uncertainty and
correlation matrix. In principal, both options must be
allowed. This is illustrated in section II.B in Fig. 8.
In Figure 8, the original data are “data version 0” and

consists of an energy–cross section interpolation table.
The main container, containing “data version 0” links
to “covariance 0,0” where the covariances for these data
are stored. From the data and the covariance, we can
compute the uncertainty on the cross section data and

Now is discussion in document about  
where cross covariance data goes 



Major changes

! Move covariance/
uncertainty data to 
be near data 
• A very popular request 

! Function prototyping 
• Morgan’s request 

! Resonance region 
fixes 

! Expanded derived 
data discussion 
• Transport data 
• Revisions of placement 

in hierarchy 

! Terminology 
appendix 
• Need to be precise 

about definitions 

! Library markup  
! General cleanup 

! Notation,  
! Figure improvements 
! Typos & wording 
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We wanted a way to prototype ideas

! Say you have a new parametric form for 
something… 

! You create a format 
! You know the parameters in your format have to be 

plugged into a function 
! You’ve implemented it in your own code, but you 

want to share it 
! Eventually, you hope it could be part of the standard 

format

16

How can you distribute your ideas to  
others in the nuclear data community?



Behold, the <functionDef>
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FIG. 39 The <functionDef> Outline of the functionDef
scheme for prototyping new functional forms and interpola-
tion schemes.

<documentation> element.
67.3.2 The definition of the <functionDef> in

a <definition> element. This includes
lists of expected inputs (including name,
unit and range) and outputs (again in-
cluding name, unit and range) as well
as the expression(s) detailing the new
<functionDef>, preferably in a common
format such as MathML.

67.3.3 Unit tests so that the implementation
<functionDef> can be tested against
the authors’ expected results. The
unit tests, in <unitTest> elements, con-
tain the inputs, expected outputs and
any documentation/comment describing
each test.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

FIXME : We wish to acknowledge valuable review
and feedback from all the contributors. For a full list, see
appendix D.
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! Not an implementation 
but a description of how 
to implement.  Therefore 
we need 
• inputs 
• output 
• documentation 
• unit tests 
• the actual definition 

! Very light weight, meant 
for simple ideas 

! Defs collected in top of 
evaluation 

! Is this what we want?



Things to 
consider with 
<functionDef>

! What are rules for 
promoting a 
<functionDef> to 
part of the formal 
format? 

! How will we 
handle more 
complex format 
changes? 

! At left is the de 
facto CSEWG 
workflow

18



Major changes

! Move covariance/
uncertainty data to 
be near data 
• A very popular request 

! Function prototyping 
• Morgan’s request 

! Resonance region 
fixes 

! Expanded derived 
data discussion 
• Transport data 
• Revisions of placement 

in hierarchy 

! Terminology 
appendix 
• Need to be precise 

about definitions 

! Library markup  
! General cleanup 

! Notation,  
! Figure improvements 
! Typos & wording 

improvements
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FIG. 15 Our proposed resonance data hierarchy.

ing relative two-body scattering states in a basis of ana-
lytic wave functions, usually taken to be free ones. We
then match wave functions on the box boundary. This
matching is done in a clever way involving Bloch surface
operators on the box boundary and from this we arrive
at a Green’s function of the projected Bloch-Schrödinger
equation, also known as the R matrix. The elements of
the R matrix are:

R
cc

0 =
X

�

�
�c

�
�c

0

E
�

� E
, (2)

The factor �
�c

’s are the reduced widths for channel c, E
�

becomes the resonance energy (it is a pole in the Laurent
series expansion of the Green’s function) and � is the
resonance (pole) index. The channel index c contains all
the quantum numbers needed to describe the two-particle
state and all of those quantum numbers are described in
the <channel> and <spinGroup> element markups be-
low. The channel index may refer to an incoming or an

outgoing channel.
With the R matrix, it is possible to compute exactly

the channel-channel scattering matrix U
cc

0 :

U
cc

0 =e�i('

c

+'

c

0 )
p

P
c

p

P
c

0

⇥ {[1�R(L�B)]�1[1�R(L⇤ �B)]}
cc

0

(3)

where the logarithmic derivative of an outgoing channel
function is

L
c

⌘ a
c

O0
c

(a
c

)

O
c

(a
c

)
=



r
c

@ lnO
c

@r
c

�

r

c

=a

c

(4)

and we write

L
c

= S
c

+ iP
c

. (5)

The penetration factor is P
c

= <L
c

and the shift factor
is S

c

= =L
c

. Both take their names from their function

Resonance 
hierarchy tweaked

! Put back spinGroup 
! Clarified 

backgroundReactions



ENDF’s spinGroup collects channels 
with same channel JPi

! Denser (more 
efficient packing) 
RR parameter 
tables 

! Basically 
improved version 
of LRF=7

21
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needs an extra sum over J
1

and J
2

(Trkov, 2009).
This is detailed in several places including (Blatt, 1958;

Descouvemont, 2010; Froehner, 2000; Lane, 1958). Given
the mathematical completeness of the theory, it is no sur-
prise that we mostly just view the R matrix parameters
as simple fit parameters and then essentially get all of
this for free.

Requirement 24: <resonances> element

24.1 Optional documentation
24.2 A list of the channels referred to in this eval-

uation. Traditional ENDF SLBW, MLBW
and Reich-Moore formats support only cap-
ture, elastic, fission, total and a catch-all com-
petitive channel. The R matrix formalism can
support any two-body final state.

24.3 Optionally one or more resolved resonance re-
gion (RRR), although multiple RRR is depre-
cated

24.4 Optionally an unresolved resonance region
(URR)

24.5 Upper and lower energy limits delineating the
range of applicability of the resonance region.

Finally, we comment that the R matrix approach works
for any two-body reaction, relativistic or not, as long as
the incoming and outgoing relative states can be clearly
defined. In the nuclear data community we often forget
this fact. As a result, the ENDF format never really
had the ability to represent charged particle data in an
R matrix inspired form, reducing the quality and scope
of data available to several communities who need it:

• Inertial Confinement Fusion community needs all
sorts of charged particle incident data

• Astrophysical community needs the (p, �) reaction
among many others

• For Nuclear Resonance Fluorescence, need to sup-
port (�, �0) data

• FRIB Support: all of the FRIB experiments will be
with beams of rare isotopes. Since you can’t make a
target of neutrons, nearly all of the beam-target ex-
periments will be charged-particle reactions, prob-
ably on hydrogen, deuterium and helium targets.
There has been some advances in the application
of R-matrix methods to these reactions.

Discussion point:

By allowing the possibility of creating an evaluation
in which one specifies the URR without an RRR,
we allow the possibility of an evaluation in which
we do not know any resonances, but only the aver-
age parameters (perhaps via systematics). This was

FIG. 17 Our channel element.

attempted in the original ENDF 240Am evaluation
which has since been superseded.

1. Designating channels

As discussed above, a channel is the partition (the
target and projectile) and the set of quantum numbers
needed to completely designate the incoming state. Our
scheme is shown in figure 17. Therefore, at the very least
a <channel> element must contain the quantum numbers
of the state and the target and projectile. Because we
anticipate reconstructing the resonances back into point-
wise cross sections for plotting among other things, we
should also connect to the <reaction> element (or a least
its designator). For backwards compatibility with ENDF,
we also need the MT and Q value.
Now, because resonances are a specific quantum state

in a compound nucleus, not all channels can couple to a
particular state. Therefore it makes sense to group to-
gether channels with similar quantum numbers into “spin
groups” as in ENDF. These leads to denser tables of res-
onances and so more e�cient storage. As in ENDF, we
recommend adding a <spinGroup>markup containing all
<channel>s with a common J and ⇧.

Requirement 25: <spinGroup>

25.1 The format shall have a spot for the J an ⇧
quantum numbers

25.2 The format shall have a list of <channel>s

Both the RRR and the URR should share the same
master channel list. This aids in reconstruction since the
number and kind of channels do not change with energy
unless a threshold opens up. Also, to aid in reconstruc-



Leads to obvious change in RRR’s 
and URR’s hierarchies
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FIG. 15 Our proposed resonance data hierarchy.

ing relative two-body scattering states in a basis of ana-
lytic wave functions, usually taken to be free ones. We
then match wave functions on the box boundary. This
matching is done in a clever way involving Bloch surface
operators on the box boundary and from this we arrive
at a Green’s function of the projected Bloch-Schrödinger
equation, also known as the R matrix. The elements of
the R matrix are:
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’s are the reduced widths for channel c, E
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becomes the resonance energy (it is a pole in the Laurent
series expansion of the Green’s function) and � is the
resonance (pole) index. The channel index c contains all
the quantum numbers needed to describe the two-particle
state and all of those quantum numbers are described in
the <channel> and <spinGroup> element markups be-
low. The channel index may refer to an incoming or an

outgoing channel.
With the R matrix, it is possible to compute exactly

the channel-channel scattering matrix U
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FIG. 15 Our proposed resonance data hierarchy.
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backgroundReaction used to collect 
all the extra stuff needed to make 
transport ready data from RR

! background 
crossSection to add to 
reconstructed resonance 
data 

! extra reaction product 
distributions (e.g. angular 
distributions of neutrons) 
• especially useful if don’t trust 

output from reconstruction of 
angular distributions or want 
smoothed version 

• best way to do capture 
gammas in RR
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additional flags for resolved resonances in the RRR
that appear as real resonances.

Discussion point:

Do we need to clarify rules for the resolved and un-
resolved region widths for threshold reactions.

3. Unresolved Resonances

Above the RRR, we know that there are still distinct
resonances, but they are too close together to be experi-
mentally resolved. In this Unresolved Resonance Region
(URR) we only know statistical properties of the reso-
nances. Therefore, what is stored is not the resonance
parameters, but ensemble averages of them: averaged
first over ensembles of imagined resonances, then over
the width distributions of the resonances. The widths
are assumed to be distributed according to a �2 distribu-
tion with a channel dependent number of degrees of free-
dom. In the ENDF format (Trkov, 2009), the resonances
are assumed to be in the SLBW approximation before
averaging leading to the particular parametric form of
the cross sections in the ENDF manual. However, CAL-
ENDF and other codes can use other parameterizations.
Therefore a flag denoting the approximation of the R-
matrix to use should be given.

Requirement 29: Unresolved resonance region (URR)

29.1 Upper and lower energy limits delineating the
range of applicability of the unresolved reso-
nance region.

29.2 Need number of degrees of freedom associated
with each channel in the channel listing

29.3 Need a <table> of URR parameters, orga-
nized by <spinGroup>. This table must in-
clude columns for incident energy, mean level
spacing, average widths for all channels.

29.4 ENDF assumes SLBW, allowing the construc-
tion of average cross section and PURR tables.
This is a somewhat arbitrary restriction that
is removed in CALENDF (Ribon, 1986). This
URR format should allow all approximations
that are supported for the RRR.

29.5 An <axis> and interpolation details to de-
termine how to interpolate in incident energy
among the average parameters.

Both the PURR module in NJOY (MacFarlane, 2012)
and the PURM module in AMPX (Dunn, 2002) can com-
pute cross section probability distributions P (�

x

|E) for
all x 2 [�, el, tot, f, ...]. Upon reconstruction, the PDF
should get placed in the appropriate <reaction> as de-
served data.

FIG. 19 Overview of elements to repair or amend cross section
and other reaction data.

Discussion point:

As one goes up in energy, one starts missing reso-
nances little by little until one gives up and declares
the URR region. The transition from fully knowing
the RRR to fully NOT knowing the RRR (hence the
URR), is not as abrupt as we would like. Should we
add a table of estimated number of missing reso-
nances as a function of energy and channel?

Discussion point:

Can we store Hauser-Feshbach transmission coe�-
cients T

c

’s, as the widths so that we could do FKK
in-line if we additionally store the penetrabilities,
shifts and phases? This might be an interesting op-
tion in the overlapping resonance and fast regions.

4. Correcting cross sections and distributions with background

data

Many of the resonance approximations have shortcom-
ings, in either the shape of the reconstructed cross sec-
tions or in the fact that outgoing angular distributions of
emitted particles are untrustworthy or nonexistent. In-
deed, one can never reconstruct the angular distributions
of any emitted particles from fission resonances. There-
fore, we need multiple schemes to amend or fix there
reconstructed data tables from the RRR and URR. In
figure 19 we provide an overview of things to fix recon-
structed data.
In figure 19 we show a <backgroundReaction> el-

ement that contains all the things needed to fix the
reaction linked to in the linkToReaction attribute.
Additionally, the addOrReplaceFlag instructs the per-
son processing the resonance data whether to add the
cross section within <backgroundReaction> to the reso-



Major changes

! Move covariance/
uncertainty data to 
be near data 
• A very popular request 

! Function prototyping 
• Morgan’s request 

! Resonance region 
fixes 

! Expanded derived 
data discussion 
• Transport data 
• Revisions of placement 

in hierarchy 

! Terminology 
appendix 
• Need to be precise 

about definitions 

! Library markup  
! General cleanup 

! Notation,  
! Figure improvements 
! Typos & wording 

improvements
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Derived data is data that can be 
derived from other data in an 
evaluation

! A “virgin” evaluation, created by an evaluator 
and distributed by a library maintainer usually 
won’t have any 

! Processing codes will insert what is needed for 
certain applications 
• particle transport vs. activation vs. production 

! Some derived data will need to be generated for 
visualization (e.g. reconstructed cross sections 
in the resonance range) 

! Data placed where it is most needed

25
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FIG. 12 Top level arrangement of an <evaluation> element. Only the documentation element is required in an <evaluation>,
but <reactions>, <resonances>, and <covariances> are expected in nearly all (neutron induced) reaction evaluations. The
<styles>, <particles> and <functionDefs> elements are used primarily to override or (re)define default behaviors. Finally,
the <derivedReactions> and <derivedTransportData> elements are nearly exclusively for processed data.

ment. In GND this is handled with a
styleInformation attribute.

15.7 Require a temperature attribute: for low
enough energy projectiles, this is a crucial
piece of information. For neutrons, Doppler
broadening is important to determine e↵ective
reaction rates and to get self-shielding correc-
tions. For astrophysical applications, the tem-
perature of the plasma is needed to handle
charge screening properly.

15.8 Require ELow and EHigh attributes to specify
the energy range of validity of this evaluation.

15.9 Require an activationFlag attribute to sig-
nal whether the data in this evaluation is
meant for activation or for particle transport.
The two applications have very di↵erent com-
pleteness requirements that, in the XML vari-
ation of a format, can be enforced by checking
against an XSD file.

15.10 Require a file-wide <documentation>
15.11 Optionally a material database to override de-

faults with values local to the evaluation (the
<particles> element, described in reference
(WPEC Subgroup 38, 2015a))

15.12 Optionally a place for evaluation–wide default
style information such as group-structures,
fluxes, etc. (see the <styles> element descrip-
tion IV.F)

15.13 Optionally a place for covariance data (see the
<covariances> section for more detail VI)

15.14 Optionally a <reactions> element (more on
<reactions> in the subsection IV.B)

15.15 Optionally a <resonances> element (more on
<resonances> in the subsection IV.H)

15.16 Optionally a <derivedReactions> element
(see subsections XV and IV.G)

15.17 Optionally a <derivedTransportData>
element to store application specific

Locations of 
derived data
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FIG. 12 Top level arrangement of an <evaluation> element. Only the documentation element is required in an <evaluation>,
but <reactions>, <resonances>, and <covariances> are expected in nearly all (neutron induced) reaction evaluations. The
<styles>, <particles> and <functionDefs> elements are used primarily to override or (re)define default behaviors. Finally,
the <derivedReactions> and <derivedTransportData> elements are nearly exclusively for processed data.

ment. In GND this is handled with a
styleInformation attribute.

15.7 Require a temperature attribute: for low
enough energy projectiles, this is a crucial
piece of information. For neutrons, Doppler
broadening is important to determine e↵ective
reaction rates and to get self-shielding correc-
tions. For astrophysical applications, the tem-
perature of the plasma is needed to handle
charge screening properly.

15.8 Require ELow and EHigh attributes to specify
the energy range of validity of this evaluation.

15.9 Require an activationFlag attribute to sig-
nal whether the data in this evaluation is
meant for activation or for particle transport.
The two applications have very di↵erent com-
pleteness requirements that, in the XML vari-
ation of a format, can be enforced by checking
against an XSD file.

15.10 Require a file-wide <documentation>
15.11 Optionally a material database to override de-

faults with values local to the evaluation (the
<particles> element, described in reference
(WPEC Subgroup 38, 2015a))

15.12 Optionally a place for evaluation–wide default
style information such as group-structures,
fluxes, etc. (see the <styles> element descrip-
tion IV.F)

15.13 Optionally a place for covariance data (see the
<covariances> section for more detail VI)

15.14 Optionally a <reactions> element (more on
<reactions> in the subsection IV.B)

15.15 Optionally a <resonances> element (more on
<resonances> in the subsection IV.H)

15.16 Optionally a <derivedReactions> element
(see subsections XV and IV.G)

15.17 Optionally a <derivedTransportData>
element to store application specific

Locations of 
derived data

Defaults like group 
structures, etc. 
(currently no detail 
given in requirements)
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FIG. 12 Top level arrangement of an <evaluation> element. Only the documentation element is required in an <evaluation>,
but <reactions>, <resonances>, and <covariances> are expected in nearly all (neutron induced) reaction evaluations. The
<styles>, <particles> and <functionDefs> elements are used primarily to override or (re)define default behaviors. Finally,
the <derivedReactions> and <derivedTransportData> elements are nearly exclusively for processed data.

ment. In GND this is handled with a
styleInformation attribute.

15.7 Require a temperature attribute: for low
enough energy projectiles, this is a crucial
piece of information. For neutrons, Doppler
broadening is important to determine e↵ective
reaction rates and to get self-shielding correc-
tions. For astrophysical applications, the tem-
perature of the plasma is needed to handle
charge screening properly.

15.8 Require ELow and EHigh attributes to specify
the energy range of validity of this evaluation.

15.9 Require an activationFlag attribute to sig-
nal whether the data in this evaluation is
meant for activation or for particle transport.
The two applications have very di↵erent com-
pleteness requirements that, in the XML vari-
ation of a format, can be enforced by checking
against an XSD file.

15.10 Require a file-wide <documentation>
15.11 Optionally a material database to override de-

faults with values local to the evaluation (the
<particles> element, described in reference
(WPEC Subgroup 38, 2015a))

15.12 Optionally a place for evaluation–wide default
style information such as group-structures,
fluxes, etc. (see the <styles> element descrip-
tion IV.F)

15.13 Optionally a place for covariance data (see the
<covariances> section for more detail VI)

15.14 Optionally a <reactions> element (more on
<reactions> in the subsection IV.B)

15.15 Optionally a <resonances> element (more on
<resonances> in the subsection IV.H)

15.16 Optionally a <derivedReactions> element
(see subsections XV and IV.G)

15.17 Optionally a <derivedTransportData>
element to store application specific

Locations of 
derived data

Transfer 
matrices go 
here
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FIG. 12 Top level arrangement of an <evaluation> element. Only the documentation element is required in an <evaluation>,
but <reactions>, <resonances>, and <covariances> are expected in nearly all (neutron induced) reaction evaluations. The
<styles>, <particles> and <functionDefs> elements are used primarily to override or (re)define default behaviors. Finally,
the <derivedReactions> and <derivedTransportData> elements are nearly exclusively for processed data.

ment. In GND this is handled with a
styleInformation attribute.

15.7 Require a temperature attribute: for low
enough energy projectiles, this is a crucial
piece of information. For neutrons, Doppler
broadening is important to determine e↵ective
reaction rates and to get self-shielding correc-
tions. For astrophysical applications, the tem-
perature of the plasma is needed to handle
charge screening properly.

15.8 Require ELow and EHigh attributes to specify
the energy range of validity of this evaluation.

15.9 Require an activationFlag attribute to sig-
nal whether the data in this evaluation is
meant for activation or for particle transport.
The two applications have very di↵erent com-
pleteness requirements that, in the XML vari-
ation of a format, can be enforced by checking
against an XSD file.

15.10 Require a file-wide <documentation>
15.11 Optionally a material database to override de-

faults with values local to the evaluation (the
<particles> element, described in reference
(WPEC Subgroup 38, 2015a))

15.12 Optionally a place for evaluation–wide default
style information such as group-structures,
fluxes, etc. (see the <styles> element descrip-
tion IV.F)

15.13 Optionally a place for covariance data (see the
<covariances> section for more detail VI)

15.14 Optionally a <reactions> element (more on
<reactions> in the subsection IV.B)

15.15 Optionally a <resonances> element (more on
<resonances> in the subsection IV.H)

15.16 Optionally a <derivedReactions> element
(see subsections XV and IV.G)

15.17 Optionally a <derivedTransportData>
element to store application specific

Locations of 
derived data

Needs further 
discussion…



Derived 
data can be 
anywhere
! Dictated by 

nature of 
derived data 

! Should be 
linked to 
original data 

! Should be as 
near to original 
as possible
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FIG. 13 A possible arrangement of inclusive and exclusive reactions in the <reactions> element. Note that there are three
options for the double di↵erential cross section data: a) store d�(E)/dE0d⌦, b) store d�(E)/d⌦ if the outgoing energy is fixed
by kinematics or c) store both �(E) and P (E0, µ|E) separately. In some cases the total cross section �(E) is not defined and
one must use one of the other options.

alias.
18.2.2 Option #2, parameterized dif-

ferential cross section: a
<dcrossSection dOmega> element

18.2.3 Option #3, parameterized dou-
ble di↵erential cross section: a
<dcrossSection dOmega dE> element

18.3 The ENDF MT if appropriate (deprecated)

The distributions, etc. (and even the cross section)
may have sublibrary or class specific representations.

Discussion point:

How does one implement breakup and/or multi-
step reactions? The proper use of ENDF’s LR flag
scheme is complex. It is used for light element
breakup, (n,gf) reactions and reactions which lead



Derived 
data can be 
anywhere
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FIG. 13 A possible arrangement of inclusive and exclusive reactions in the <reactions> element. Note that there are three
options for the double di↵erential cross section data: a) store d�(E)/dE0d⌦, b) store d�(E)/d⌦ if the outgoing energy is fixed
by kinematics or c) store both �(E) and P (E0, µ|E) separately. In some cases the total cross section �(E) is not defined and
one must use one of the other options.

alias.
18.2.2 Option #2, parameterized dif-

ferential cross section: a
<dcrossSection dOmega> element

18.2.3 Option #3, parameterized dou-
ble di↵erential cross section: a
<dcrossSection dOmega dE> element

18.3 The ENDF MT if appropriate (deprecated)

The distributions, etc. (and even the cross section)
may have sublibrary or class specific representations.

Discussion point:

How does one implement breakup and/or multi-
step reactions? The proper use of ENDF’s LR flag
scheme is complex. It is used for light element
breakup, (n,gf) reactions and reactions which lead

• energy/
momentum 
deposition, 

• CDF’s, 
• mubar, 
• …

• grouped 
cross 
sections, 

• …

• KERMA, 
• DPA, 
• …
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FIG. 12 Top level arrangement of an <evaluation> element. Only the documentation element is required in an <evaluation>,
but <reactions>, <resonances>, and <covariances> are expected in nearly all (neutron induced) reaction evaluations. The
<styles>, <particles> and <functionDefs> elements are used primarily to override or (re)define default behaviors. Finally,
the <derivedReactions> and <derivedTransportData> elements are nearly exclusively for processed data.

ment. In GND this is handled with a
styleInformation attribute.

15.7 Require a temperature attribute: for low
enough energy projectiles, this is a crucial
piece of information. For neutrons, Doppler
broadening is important to determine e↵ective
reaction rates and to get self-shielding correc-
tions. For astrophysical applications, the tem-
perature of the plasma is needed to handle
charge screening properly.

15.8 Require ELow and EHigh attributes to specify
the energy range of validity of this evaluation.

15.9 Require an activationFlag attribute to sig-
nal whether the data in this evaluation is
meant for activation or for particle transport.
The two applications have very di↵erent com-
pleteness requirements that, in the XML vari-
ation of a format, can be enforced by checking
against an XSD file.

15.10 Require a file-wide <documentation>
15.11 Optionally a material database to override de-

faults with values local to the evaluation (the
<particles> element, described in reference
(WPEC Subgroup 38, 2015a))

15.12 Optionally a place for evaluation–wide default
style information such as group-structures,
fluxes, etc. (see the <styles> element descrip-
tion IV.F)

15.13 Optionally a place for covariance data (see the
<covariances> section for more detail VI)

15.14 Optionally a <reactions> element (more on
<reactions> in the subsection IV.B)

15.15 Optionally a <resonances> element (more on
<resonances> in the subsection IV.H)

15.16 Optionally a <derivedReactions> element
(see subsections XV and IV.G)

15.17 Optionally a <derivedTransportData>
element to store application specific

Locations of 
derived data

Needs further 
discussion…



derivedReactions 
are like regular 
reactions
! Things defined by sumrules  

• total 
• absorption 
• … 

! Production data  
! Reconstructed data from 

resonances (URR tables or 
cross sections) 

! Should be able to reconstruct 
derivedReaction data from 
rest of evaluation 

! Should be linked to original 
data 33
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FIG. 14 Layout of the <derivedReactions> element.

and model it with optical model calculations with high
fidelity. The evaluation of the total cross section is usu-
ally quite solid with high quality covariances. However,
there is no guarantee that if one sums up the partial cross
sections of an evaluation that one will retrieve the total
cross section. Therefore, while most evaluations will pro-
vide a total cross section (and therefore place it in the
<derivedReactions> branch, a processing code will dis-
card the evaluated total cross section and recompute the
total from the sum of partials in order to ensure unitarity.

In GND, inclusive reactions are encoded in a
<summedReaction> element. This element includes a
cross section (and this may be connected to covariance
data). Additionally, there is a list of links to the reac-
tions which are meant to be summed together to match
the cross section data in the element. This element is
used to implement all of the ENDF sum rules in Section
0.4.3.11 of the ENDF format manual (Trkov, 2009).

The requirements for derived reactions are:

Requirement 23: <derivedReactions>

23.1 Reactions shall have common sense reaction
designators (e.g., “total” or “absorption”)

23.2 A (likely derived) cross section which includes
list of links to the reactions whose cross sec-



Major changes

! Move covariance/
uncertainty data to 
be near data 
• A very popular request 

! Function prototyping 
• Morgan’s request 

! Resonance region 
fixes 

! Expanded derived 
data discussion 
• Transport data 
• Revisions of placement 

in hierarchy 

! Terminology 
appendix 
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! Library markup  
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Through our SG38 discussions,  
it became clear that we don’t all speak 
the same language

! physicist vs. engineer 
! experimentalist vs. theorist vs. computational 

scientist 
! We need common definitions to avoid confusion
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Appendix C: Terminology

A: The total number of protons and neutrons in a given
nucleus.

abundance: For isotopes that occur naturally, the
abundance values are proportional to the proba-
bility of finding these isotopes and normalized so
that the sum of the abundances for all the isotopes
of a given chemical element is equal to 100. The
source is (Holden, 2004).

↵ decay: The emission of a 4He nucleus (↵ particle).

↵ particle: A 4He nucleus, that is, a nucleus made up
of 2 neutrons and 2 protons.

AMPX: AMPX (Dunn, 2002) is a modular system of
computer programs developed at ORNL with pri-
mary emphasis on processing neutron and photon
evaluations to produce cross-section libraries for
nuclear systems analysis.

application programming interface (API): The
set of routines, protocols, and tools for building
software applications. The API specifies how
software components should interact.

atom: An atom is the smallest unit of matter that de-
fines the chemical elements. Every solid, liquid,
gas, and plasma is made up of neutral or ionized
atoms.

atomic mass unit (amu): The atomic mass unit
(amu) is defined so that 1 amu is equal to the mass
of a 12C atom divided by 12.

attribute, XML: These normally are used to describe
XML elements, or to provide additional informa-
tion about elements.

Auger electrons: Electrons that are produced when a
vacancy in an orbit A is filled by an electron from
the orbit B and an electron from an orbit C is
ejected. These electrons are labeled by the three
orbits that are involved in the production. For in-
stance, AugerKL2L3 means that the original va-
cancy was in the K orbit, which was filled by an
electron in the L2 orbit and the ejected electron
came from the L3 orbit. Coster-Kronig transitions
are a special type of Auger electrons where the last
two orbit are part of the same shell.

Following nuclear decay, vacancies in the electron
orbits are produced, which are filled by the emission
of X-rays and electrons. Often, instead of listing
the energy and intensity for each Auger electron,
average intensities and sum intensities are given.
For instance, the intensity of the Auger K electrons
is the sum of the intensities for all the KBC Auger
electrons.

�� decay: The transformation of one neutron inside a
nucleus into a proton plus an electron and an an-
tineutrino: n ! p+ ⌫̄

e

�+ decay: The transformation of one proton inside a nu-
cleus into a neutron plus a positron and a neutrino:
p ! n+ ⌫

e

�–delayed particle emission: The emission of a nu-
cleon, nucleons or a nucleus following �-decay. For
proton rich nuclei, the emission of a proton follow-
ing �+ decay and electron capture has been ob-
served. For neutron rich nuclei, the release of one
or two neutrons following �� decay is possible. The
emission of ↵ particles has been observed for some
nuclei in all types of � decay. Also, for a few nu-
clei, fission can take place following �+ decay and
electron capture.

branching ratio: The probability of a certain event oc-
curring when multiple events are possible.

bremstrahlung: Literally “breaking radiation”. The
process of electromagnetic radiation when a
charged particle is accelerated or decelerated.

BROND: The Russian Evaluated Neutron Data Li-
brary developed at Center Jadernykh Dannykh
(CJD) in Obninsk, Kaluga Region, Russia. Fur-
ther information available at http://www.ippe.
obninsk.ru/podr/cjd/.

CALENDF: The CALENDF Nuclear Data Processing
System is used to convert the evaluation defining
the cross-section in ENDF format (i.e. the point-
wise cross-sections and/or the resonance parame-
ters, both resolved and unresolved) into forms use-
ful for applications. Those forms used to describe
neutron cross-section fluctuations correspond to
“cross-section probability tables”, based on Gauss
quadratures and e↵ective cross-sections. CAL-
ENDF also provides capabilities for group collaps-
ing, for merging of several nuclei and for tempera-
ture interpolation; these calculations are based on
data probability table description. CALENDF is
developed by the Commissariat a l’Energie Atom-
ique, Centre de Saclay.

CENDL: Chinese Evaluated Data Library is an eval-
uated nuclear reaction data library developed at
the Chinese Nuclear Data Center (CNDC), Beijing,
China in support of Chinese nuclear applications.

channel: is context sensitive concept. In resonance re-
gion (and anywhere else where we are using the R-
matrix formalism), a channel has a specific mean-
ing as all the quantum numbers needed to uniquely



The terminology section is 
unfinished

! I didn’t write some yet (especially variations of 
cross section) 

! Others I need to figure out (multi-band treatment 
& Bondarenko factors) 

! There are many others I didn’t even think to add
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I can really use more help here



Major changes

! Move covariance/
uncertainty data to 
be near data 
• A very popular request 

! Function prototyping 
• Morgan’s request 

! Resonance region 
fixes 

! Expanded derived 
data discussion 
• Transport data 
• Revisions of placement 

in hierarchy 

! Terminology 
appendix 
• Need to be precise 

about definitions 

! Library markup  
! General cleanup 

! Notation,  
! Figure improvements 
! Typos & wording 

improvements
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Request for 
scheme to 
group together 
evaluations
! Define a (sub) library 
! Collect evaluations 

for batch web 
retrieval 

! Essentially a 
directory of files/
evaluations 

! Deliberately light 
weight
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FIG. 20 Grouping evaluations, covariances and/or particle properties.

tions. This is often used to connect evaluations from dif-
ferent physical regions or to assemble new reusable ma-
terials in input deck specifications. For example:

• In LANL’s MCNP code system, the xsdir file al-
lows one to connect the thermal neutron scattering
data with the neutron nuclear reaction data and
even various high energy models such as CEM. See,
for example, Figures 21 and 22 .

• The LLNL transport codes AMTRAN and Mercury
both allow one to define target macros to describe
the material in a zone.

• ORNL’s SCALE package contains a pre-built ma-
terial composition database.

• At AECL, there is another, similar, facility to con-
nect thermal neutron scattering data at di↵erent
temperatures and even di↵erent phases of the tar-
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Notes like these from Caleb and Bret 
and edits from Morgan were 
essential.  Also, a special thanks to 
Jeremy for LaTeX help
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Thanks!



What’s left to do

! The occasional FIXME 
! Update affiliations 
! Update acknowledgements 
! Update GND info in appendix 
! Integrate responses from review(s) 
! Integrate feedback from SG42
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What else?


